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Abstract
Compared to other regions of the United States, the Western electric grid is fragmented
and balkanized, due to lack of regional market coordination. As the West anticipates the growth
of renewable energy, there is an evident need for regional market interconnection. The Energy
Imbalance Market (EIM) is the first sub-hourly regional power-trading market in the West,
allowing Western utilities to buy and sell electricity across the diverse geographic region (EIM,
2018a). By tapping into the flexibility and diversity of regional production profiles, the EIM
reduces the variability and intermittency of renewable power. According to the 2017 quarterly
benefits report, from market inception in 2014 through December 2017, the Energy Imbalance
Market reports $288.44 million in total market integration benefits (Figure 1). Benefits include
enhanced grid reliability, higher electricity dispatch efficiency, increased renewable power
integration, reduced renewable curtailment, and reduced flexibility ramping reserves.

Figure 1: Total estimated market benefits of utility participants from market inception in 2014
through December 2017 (Millions of USD) (Source: EIA, 2017, July).
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1 - Overview of Energy Imbalance Market
1.1 Background to Utility Regulation and Vertical Integration
Local grid operators, known to some as balancing authorities or utilities, manage local
electricity systems. Without large-scale energy storage technology, balancing authorities must
constantly meet consumer electricity demand in real-time through adequate power generation.
In other words, a utility like Puget Sound Energy must have sufficient power generating every
second to meet fluctuations in consumer electricity demand. In the West, there are 38 balancing
authorities connected by high-voltage transmission lines through the Western Interconnection
grid (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: A map of U.S. high-voltage transmission interconnections, including the Western
Interconnection, with individual balancing authorities marked by white dots. (Source: U.S. EIA, 2016, July)
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Although physical transmission lines are shared by all, generation resources are
operated individually within a balancing authority. Historically, balancing authorities operate as
an island by optimizing generation, transmission, and distribution resources within an isolated
system; this is known as the traditional vertically-integrated utility model (Lazar, 2016, June).
The Western electric grid is extremely balkanized. According to the Natural Resource Defense
Council (NRDC), “the divided operation of the interconnected western grid is not unlike having a
bus with 38 drivers,” (Figure 1.2) (NRDC, 2016, p. 2).

Figure 1.2: A map of Western balancing authorities and associated electric service territories.
(Source: WECC)

In a vertically-integrated utility, balancing authorities own and operate all generation
resources to ensure sufficient power availability. Utilities purchase power as needed from
neighboring utilities through bilateral contracts, an agreement between two utilities to transfer an
amount of power over a specified period (Lazar, 2016, June). Utilities plan generation resources
based on historical usage patterns. When electricity demand surpasses the amount of planned
power available, balancing authorities rely on internal balancing reserves: expensive, back-up
power plants that rapidly generate power within five minutes. Before the EIM, this model was
the standard utility model in the West.

1.2 Definition of Energy Imbalance Market
The Energy Imbalance Market is a sub-hourly regional power-trading market in the
West. Founded in November 2014 by California Independent Systems Operator (CAISO), the
market has eight utility participants. Market participants plan internal generation on a day-ahead
schedule, rather than sole reliance on internal generation resources. During day of service,
utilities buy and sell power in the EIM’s real-time electricity markets. Utilities meet demand
fluctuations through the fifteen-minute market and the five-minute market (EIM, 2013). Utilities
sell power when it is economical to get rid of excess power; utilities buy power when it is
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economical to rely on external power. Utilities share power with neighboring balancing
authorities, creating a larger pool of potential generation resources.
Real-time markets use an economic dispatch system to choose which generation will
operate (NRDC, 2016). Power generators bid a per-MWh operating price to the dispatch
system, which automatically orders bids from smallest to largest and creates a price curve
(NRDC, 2016). The system automatically chooses the generator with the lowest marginal cost
and continues up the cost curve until demand is met. For example, if demand is 300 MW, the
system will fulfill bids up to 300 MW. The electricity price at 300 MW is the break-even price; the
break-even price is paid to all generators.

1.2.1 Differences Between EIM and an ISO
Lack of regional coordination is unique to the West. The East, Midwest, and Texas grids
have ISOs and RTOs to manage power over large geographic regions, overseen by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The terms ISO and RTO are interchangeable for one
another; this paper will use ISO. An ISO is an independent regional oversight entity that
coordinates transmission use, generation dispatch, and long-term planning. ISO’s operate a
centralized competitive market for power suppliers across a geographic region. The market
facilitates competition among generators with an economic dispatch system. The market
operator schedules generation and transmission in day-ahead and real-time markets. An ISO
maintains control of all transmission lines to ensure fair, open access to transmission lines.
FERC regulations require an ISO to engage in long-term regional planning and grid expansion.
The Energy Imbalance Market models characteristics of a traditional ISO with unique
differences. The EIM is similarly an independent regional oversight entity who coordinates
generation dispatch in a real-time market. The key differences lie in ownership of generation
resources and level of regional coordination. Instead of surrendering regulatory power and
centralized planning to an ISO, balancing authorities retain autonomy as individual regulators.
Each market participant makes internal short-term dispatch decisions and long-term planning
through an Integrated Resource Plan. Limited regional market planning is produced by the
EIM’s independent five-member governing body (EIM, 2018a). Each balancing authority must
continue to meet all reliability standards governed under the North American Electric Reliability
Council (NERC) and the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) (EIM, 2018a; Lazar,
2016, June). Formed after the New York blackout of 1965, the WECC enforces mandatory
reliability standards, monitors for compliance, and enforces sanctions for noncompliance
(WECC).
The Energy Imbalance Market has a real-time electricity market but no day-ahead
centralized market (EIM, 2013). Each balancing authority relies on internal generation resources
for day-ahead planning and uses the EIM’s real-time electricity market to meet demand
fluctuations. On the day of service, customer demand will not perfectly reflect a utility’s demand
prediction. Conversely, an ISO facilitates day-ahead planning through a day-ahead market
where generators bid electricity prices to be delivered the next day. The ISO schedules a
majority of its’ generation the day before, and fills in demand gaps through a real-time market.
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1.3 History of Western Energy Markets
There is an extreme lack of regional planning in the West. Although over two-thirds of
Americans receive power from an ISO, California operates the sole Western ISO (Figure 1.3)
(Trabish, 2016). ISOs were formed soon after the industry restructuring period in the 1990s,
which relaxed many legal constraints on the electricity industry to operate as a verticallyintegrated utility (Lazar, 2016, June). The restructuring period unbundled generation,
transmission and distribution from control under an individual utility. This created competition
and allowed more stakeholders to participate at different points in an electricity market
(Warwick, 2002). Passed by FERC, the Energy Policy Act of 1992 allowed independent power
producers, known as non-utility generators, to participate in wholesale markets (Warwick, 2002).
In 1996, FERC Order 888 mandated the use of shared transmission by opening up transmission
lines to competition and shared access (Lazar, 2016, June). In 1999, FERC Order 2000
encouraged the creation of voluntary competitive markets by defining guidelines to qualify as an
ISO (Warwick, 2002). Soon after, a handful of ISOs were formed in the early 2000s across the
east and in California (Lazar, 2016, June). However, after the Enron scandal in California,
western integration ended abruptly (Trabish, 2016). CAISO remains the only ISO in the western
United States.

Figure 1.3: A map of U.S. ISOs and associated electric service territories. (Source: FERC, 2018).

1.3.1 Formation of EIM
Attempts to organize stakeholders around a western ISO have not been successful due
to fears from western utilities (Lenhart et al, 2016). After the 2001 Enron scandal in California,
many western stakeholders did not trust or wish to engage with California’s electricity markets
(Lenhart et al, 2016). Utilities feared California would dominate regional policy-making to align
with its’ aggressive renewable policy goals (Lenhart et al, 2016). In 2015, California passed
senate bill 350, which updated California’s Renewable Portfolio Standards to require fifty
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percent of retail electricity sales to be from renewable sources by 2030 (CA S.B. 350). Other
western balancing authorities tended to prioritize affordable electricity rates over bold renewable
policies, which had the potential to drive up electricity rates. Furthermore, ISO formation would
require more western transmission grid capacity, as more electricity would be transmitted
regionally. Balancing authorities were concerned about fair transmission cost allocation (Lenhart
et al, 2016). Regional stakeholders began to collaborate after talks of a western ISO were
replaced with talks of creating a more flexible system (Lenhart et al, 2016).
Market legitimacy grew to action from three key stakeholder goals. As western utilities
began to transition to a cleaner electricity grid by investing in large amounts of renewable
power, stakeholders recognized the renewable integration benefits of a regional market (Lenhart
et al, 2016). Secondly, western utilities began to recognize the lack of western grid
modernization compared to other U.S. regions (Lenhart et al, 2016). Other regions pejoratively
referred to the West as balkanized and fragmented (Lenhart et al, 2016). Stakeholders desired
grid modernization, without the possibility of California to dominate the governance process
(Lenhart et al, 2016).
The concerns of working with California on regionalization were less risky because EIM
governance is decentralized and shared between stakeholders (Lenhart et al, 2016). The EIM’s
flexibility allows utilities to circumvent the strict regulations characterized by an ISO. As
mentioned previously, the EIM allows balancing authorities to maintain autonomy over
generation resources and still hold individual regulatory power, whereas ISOs engage in
centralized planning (EIM, 2018a).
Formal conceptions of the Energy Imbalance Market began with a large feasibility study
by the WECC in 2010 (EIM, 2013). In 2012, the Western Interstate Energy Board created a
“Public Utilities Commission - EIM Group” to explore the financial impact of a regional market on
ratepayer affordability (WIEB, 2018). The market’s goals were to improve grid reliability,
integrate renewable energy, and lower overall dispatch costs (WIEB, 2018). CAISO created an
internal proposal group to draft the EIM in March 2012, which attracted attention from
PacificCorp, the first market participant (EIM, 2013). The two partnered together to conduct a
benefits study. The study yielded positive results, and a draft market proposal was created
(Orans et al, 2013). There were a series of stakeholder meetings at CAISO to approve the final
EIM Draft Proposal in March 2013. Soon after, the EIM was approved by FERC and the market
came online November 2014 (EIM, 2013).
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1.3.2 Market Participants
The first balancing authority to join the EIM
was Oregon-based PacificCorp. PacifiCorp was later
joined by Nevada Energy in 2015, Puget Sound
Energy and Arizona Public Service in 2016, and
Portland General Electric in 2017 (EIM, 2018a). Idaho
Power Company and Powerex are the most recent
participants who joined in January 2018 (EIM,
2018a). Six other western balancing authorities have
planned entry by 2020, bringing the participant total
to eleven (Figure 1.4) (EIM, 2018a). The current
Energy Imbalance Market interacts with 55% of
electricity on the Western Interconnection grid (EIA,
2017, July). This percentage will increase to 71% in
2020 when six new balancing authorities are included
(EIA, 2017, July).

Figure 1.4: A map of active market participants and
associated electric service territories. (Source: EIM 2018a).
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2 - Benefits of Renewable Power
2.1 Introduction
There are a wide range of societal benefits from renewable power, including low
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, zero air pollutants, and utilization of “free” fuel from Earth’s
natural processes. The costs of renewable power have been substantially dropping in the past
two decades and will continue to drop in the future, due to cost competitiveness and policy
decisions. Renewable power will play a prominent role in future electricity grids, as costs
continue to decline and the nation continues to demand clean energy.

2.2 Climate Change and Carbon Emissions
Conventional power sources, such as coal and natural gas, emit carbon dioxide (CO )
into the atmosphere when burned. CO , a greenhouse gas, is one of the main contributors to
climate change, along with methane (CH ) and nitrous oxides (NO ). Illustrated in Figure 2, the
Earth is warmed by the greenhouse effect, where atmospheric greenhouse gases trap incoming
solar radiation and insulate the Earth like a blanket (EIA, 2017, October). The Earth has many
natural “carbon sinks” -- reservoirs that absorb atmospheric carbon -- such as plants, trees, the
ocean, and soils. The Earth has maintained a homeostasis of carbon levels for thousands of
years, but after modern industrialization, the percentage of CO in the atmosphere began to
exceed the amount absorbed by Earth’s natural regulatory processes (EIA, 2017, October).
Over the past one hundred years, Earth’s average global surface temperature has been rising.
An increase in atmospheric CO is attributed to anthropogenic (human-caused) actions (EIA,
2017, October). In the United States, 93% of total carbon emissions are from burning fossil fuels
for electricity (EIA, 2017, October). The warming of the Earth, and its’ adverse effects on
ecosystems and humans, is known as “climate change.”
2

2

4

x

2

2

Figure 2: An infographic illustrating the greenhouse effect: a scientific phenomenon trapping carbon
dioxide in Earth’s atmosphere, similar to a greenhouse trapping heat. (Source: EIA, 2017, October).
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2.2.1 Coal Emissions
Alongside the carbon emissions associated with coal power, combustion of coal
releases a mix of harmful air pollutants with adverse human health effects (EIA, 2018, March
23). Coal ash contains nitrous oxides (NO ), sulfur dioxide (SO ), and particulate matter (PM), all
of which contribute to higher rates of asthma and respiratory illnesses (EIA, 2018, March 23).
Particulate matter is small enough to reach deep into lungs and is linked to lung disease (EPA,
2016). Coal combustion releases mercury and lead, and exposure to these heavy metals are
linked to severe neurological impairment in humans, such as behavior changes, reduced IQ,
memory loss and loss of motor skills (EPA, 2018, February; EPA, 2018, March). The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates coal-fired power plants produce over 130
million tons of coal ash each year, which contaminate rivers, lakes, and drinking water sources.
x

2

2.2.2 Natural Gas Emissions
When burned, natural gas is roughly half as emissions-intensive as coal. Natural gas
emits 117 pounds of CO per million British thermal units (MMBtu) burned, while coal releases
over 200 pounds of CO per MMBtu (EIA, 2017, July). Because of this, natural gas is
championed as a relatively clean-burning fossil fuel (EIA, 2017, July). However, natural gas may
be more carbon intensive than other fossil fuels due to fugitive methane emissions. Natural gas
is methane (CH ) that produces CO as a byproduct when burned. However, methane is 34
times more harmful as a greenhouse gas than CO (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change). Natural gas wells have the potential to leak and release methane gas into the air.
Fugitive methane emissions are poorly studied and unaccounted for in most natural gas life
cycle analyses. Although, it is estimated 4% of total U.S. methane emissions can be attributed
to well leaks (EIA, 2017, July).
2

2

4

2

2

Compared to coal, natural gas combustion produces significantly less air pollution; the
negative pollution effects of natural gas are a by-product of local gas production. Natural gas is
produced through hydraulic fracturing. Hydraulic fracturing is the process of recovering natural
gas trapped in tight rock formations by injecting high-pressure chemicals into the ground to
crack the rock and release gas (EIA, 2017, July). The EPA has identified over six hundred
unique chemicals used in fracking fluid; each company has its’ own “secret recipe” of chemical
additives and companies are not required to disclose ingredients, however common chemicals
are hydrochloric acid and methanol (Banergee, 2015). Over one billion gallons of fracking fluid
are used each year (Banergee, 21015). Used fracking fluid becomes underground wastewater
with the potential to contaminate local groundwater reservoirs. According to the U.S. Geological
Survey, the injection of wastewater is linked to small earthquakes (EIA, 2017, July). Fracking
also requires large amounts of local water usage; the EPA estimates 1.5 million gallons of
drinking water are used to frack the average well (Banergee, 2015).
The U.S. electricity sector presently accounts for 35% of total energy-related CO
emissions (EIA, 2018, April). In 2016, coal accounted for 68% of electricity sector carbon
emissions and natural gas accounted for 30% of emissions (EIA, 2017, October). In order to
lower atmospheric CO emissions, the electricity sector must rapidly decarbonize in the near
future. One method to decarbonize is by utilizing renewable power sources, which derive energy
from Earth’s natural processes.
2

2
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2.2.3 Introduction to Wind Power
Wind is generated by air in motion and caused by the uneven heating of land and water
(Wind Energy Foundation, 2016). Wind turbine blades are connected to a generator that creates
electricity. Wind speeds are often strongest at night, due to rapid cooling of air over land (Wind
Energy Foundation, 2016). Wind speeds increase with altitude and over open spaces (EIA,
2018, May 23). Thus, the strongest wind power resources are in the Great Plains and Rocky
Mountain regions (EIA, 2018, May 23). Taller wind turbines capture faster wind speeds and
generate more electricity. Created by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL),
Figure 2.1 illustrates average wind speeds at 80 meter altitudes, including onshore and offshore
speeds. The West receives wind speeds between 4 to 5 meters per second on average. Due to
high wind speeds off the coasts, there is immense potential for offshore wind projects in the
West, however high capital project costs are not currently economical (EIA, 2016, October).

Figure 2.1: A map illustrating annual average wind speeds (m/s) at 80 meter altitudes, a common
height of wind turbines (Source: NREL, 2012).
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2.2.4 Introduction to Solar Power
Solar power can be utilized by three forms of generation: utility-scale solar photovoltaic
(PV) facilities, distributed “rooftop” solar PV, and solar thermal plants. PV systems convert light
photons to an electric current through silicon panel cells (EIA, 2017, December). Solar thermal
plants use mirrors to concentrate sunlight on a heat-transfer fluid, usually molten salt (sodium
nitrate or sodium chloride) (EIA, 2017, December). The heat-transfer fluid boils water to create
steam, which powers a turbine and electric generator (EIA, 2017, December). Many thermal
plants store heat-transfer fluid, so plants can operate during the evening and night. The most
solar resources are in the American Southwest, where panels can generate over 6 kW/m /day
(Figure 2.2). Areas of Oregon, Idaho, and Washington can generate 4 to 5 kW/m /day (Roberts,
2012). The cloudy Pacific Northwest is still able to generate 3 to 4 kW/m /day.
2

2

2

2

Figure 2.2: A map illustrating U.S. photovoltaic resources based on solar insolation data (kWh/m /day)
(Source: Roberts, 2012).

2.3 Growing Share of U.S. Renewables
As the nation demands more clean energy, new solar and wind farms are coming online,
accounting for a higher percentage of renewable power. In 2015, more than one billion dollars
per day was invested in renewable energy on a global scale, adding up to over $367 billion
dollars (NRDC, 2012). According to the Federal Energy Information Administration (EIA), 10%
of U.S. energy consumption was from renewable sources in 2017 (EIA, 2018, March).
“Renewable” sources exclude 7.5% of hydropower consumption, which if added, would increase
total renewable consumption to 17.5%. Of the 10% renewable mix, 6.3% was wind power, 1.3%
was from solar, and the remaining consumption was from biomass, biogas, and geothermal
sources. 2017 was the first year in over a decade to build no new coal plants in the United
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States; over half the power plants retired in the past year were coal-fired plants (EIA, 2018,
March). According to Figure 2.3, of the 11.2 Gigawatts (GW) of power plants retired in the past
year, coal-fired plants were 6.3 GW. To counteract this, 6.3 GW of wind, 4.7 GW of utility-scale
solar, and 3.5 GW of small-scale solar were added. In 2017, 9.3 GW of new natural gas
generation came online; 8.3 GW were combined-cycle gas turbines.

Figure 2.3: A graph displaying 2017 U.S. generation capacity additions and retirements (GW). (Source:
EIA, 2018, March)

2.3.1 Wind Growth
Figure 2.4 displays the eleven states that generate at least 10% of total electricity from
wind power, including Oregon and Idaho in the West. Texas is close to reaching 10% within the
next year (EIA, 2016, October). Although Texas is the largest wind-producing state and
generates 24% of total U.S. wind generation, Texas has high electricity loads so only 9.9% of
Texas’ electricity can be attributed to wind (EIA, 2016, October).

Figure 2.4: A graph displaying the top wind-producing states in the U.S., calculated by the percentage of
electricity generated from wind power. (Source, EIA, 2016, October).
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2.3.2 Solar Growth
Of the 20,000 MW of solar capacity in the U.S., 9,976 MW is in California (Figure 2.5)
(EIA, 2016, February). As of 2015, 32 states have utility-scale generation, while only three
Southwest states have solar thermal resources (Arizona, Nevada, California) (EIA, 2016,
February). At least 1 MW of distributed solar PV can be found in 47 states, excluding Alaska,
North, and South Dakota.

Figure 2.5: A graph displaying the highest solar-producing states in the U.S., calculated by total
solar capacity (MW) in each solar generation type (Source: EIA, 2016, February).
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2.4 Past Falling Costs of Renewables (1998-2018)
In the past two decades, the costs of wind and solar have been substantially falling to
competitive levels with fossil fuel generation. According to a study conducted by Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), median PV system-level installed prices have fallen by
two-thirds since 1998 (Figure 2.6) (Barbose, Darghouth, 2017). Prices fell by an average annual
reduction of 7% for residential and small non-residential projects, and 11% reduction for large
non-residential projects. These price declines can be attributed equally to falling hardware costs
and falling soft costs. Solar panel module and inverter technology costs have substantially
improved in the past two decades, due to research and development. Soft costs are directly
related to the scale of a PV system, thus, can be directly reduced by increasing the efficiency
and system size. According to the study, “median module efficiencies grew from 12.7% to
17.3% from 2002 to 2016, while the median size of residential systems grew from 2.9 kW to 6.2
kW,” (Barbose, Darghouth, 2017, p. 2).

Figure 2.6: Three graphs, separated by solar system size, illustrating the decline in median PV installed
prices and associated 20 to 80% price ranges (2016 dollars per MWh) (Source: Barbose, Darghouth,
2017, p. 13, Figure 5).

2.4.1 Federal Tax Credits
In the past decade, federal tax credits have made renewable power more costcompetitive and helped investors recover investment costs. The American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 amended the Federal Production Tax Credit (PTC), granting
2.4¢/kWh to new wind, geothermal, and biomass plants for first 10 years of service (EIA LCOE).
The bill also established the Investment Tax Credit (ITC) for manufacturers of solar PV and
solar thermal plants who can receive a tax credit on 30% of capital costs (EIA LCOE). Onshore
and offshore wind producers can opt to choose the ITC over the PTC; the ITC is the most
beneficial option for offshore projects with high capital costs (EIA LCOE) The PTC will fully
expire for plants entering service in 2024. The ITC will fully expire for residential solar PV users
entering service in 2022 and extend indefinitely for commercial and utility-scale solar users at a
10% rate. According to the LBNL, these financial incentives have strongly incentivized past
renewable power investment (Barbose, Darghouth, 2017).
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2.5 Future Falling Costs of Renewables (2018-2040)
Renewable power costs are predicted to drop further in the upcoming decades and
parallel cost-competitiveness with fossil fuel generation. The costs of electricity are estimated
using a Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) metric. Levelized Cost of Electricity is a permegawatt-hour cost competitiveness measure of a generation technology (EIA, 2018, March).
The LCOE estimates one levelized “price” of electricity a generator would have to receive in
order for investment costs to “break even.” The metric includes upfront capital costs, fuel costs,
operation & maintenance costs, and variable costs over a plant’s lifetime (EIA, 2018, March). In
Figure 2.7, the LCOE estimates regional generation costs based on generation entering service
in 2022. In 2022, the cost of renewable generation will be competitive with combined cycle
natural gas plants and onshore wind will outcompete all technologies.

Figure 2.7: A graph comparing levelized costs of various generation sources entering service in 2022 and
associated regional cost range variations (2016 dollars per MWh). (Source, EIA, 2017, May).
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Direct analyses of LCOE are often coupled with a measure of Levelized Avoided Cost of
Electricity (LACE). The LACE measures the per-megawatt-hour price of electricity in a
hypothetical market without adding any new generation, and it provides a metric for costcompetitiveness based on electricity value to the grid (EIA, 2018, March). The LCOE and LACE
can be compared to one another to determine whether a project’s value exceeds cost.
Generally, if a project’s LACE exceeds the LCOE, the project is economical to build. Figure 2.8
predicts solar generation will become cost competitive across the country by 2040 as solars’
LACE exceeds LCOE. Solar has a high grid value because of its’ ability to generate power
during peak demand periods (EIA, 2018, March 29).

Figure 2.8: A map projecting the difference between regional solar LCOE and LACE until 2040 (2017
dollars per MWh) (Source: EIA, 2018, March 29).
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Onshore wind generation is predicted to remain strongly cost-competitive throughout the
next decade, but taper off as federal tax credits are set to expire (Figure 2.9). Wind has a low
grid value because output is often highest at night when electricity demand is low (EIA, 2018,
March 29). Wind power will remain economic in the Midwest, where wind output is abundant, as
well as in California, where there are high electricity prices.

Figure 2.9: A map projecting the difference between regional onshore wind LCOE and LACE until 2040
(2017 dollars per MWh) (Source: EIA, 2018, March 29).

The LCOE and LACE calculations include known future policy conditions, including
federal tax credits, however, these metrics do not take into account local-level or utility-level
financial incentives. More generally, these simple economic tests do not capture all cost
indicators or future market conditions. The economic viability of new generation depends on
regional market factors and fuel prices (EIA, 2018, March). Future fuel prices play a large role in
determining future costs of fossil fuel generation. Furthermore, regional non-economic factors,
such as political will and policies, can affect the economic viability of new generation (EIA, 2018,
March). Finally, the capacity factor of a generation technology can affect economic value (EIA,
2018, March). The capacity factor is a ratio measuring a project’s actual output compared to
operation at continuous full output. A wind farm may have a capacity of 500 MW, but only be
utilized during high wind speeds, with a capacity factor of 40%, or 200 MW. The more a plant is
operated, the more economic value.
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2.5.1 Renewable Portfolio Standards
Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) are driving future renewable integration.
Presently, states with RPS policies are planning renewable adoption at a faster pace. RPS are
state-level legislation requiring utilities to purchase or produce a minimum amount of renewable
power by a certain time goal (EIA, 2015). There are RPS policies in 29 states, and eight states
have non-binding voluntary RPS goals (Figure 2.95) (EIA, 2015). In western states, California
requires 50% renewables by 2030, Washington mandates 15% by 2020, and Nevada aims for
25% by 2025. Although utilities are required to meet RPS in participating states, utilities are also
mandated by the Public Utility Commission to provide lowest cost reliable service to customers.
Because of higher renewable costs, wind and solar are usually not the cheapest power option.
Therefore, mandated adoption of low-carbon resources can only be as aggressive as RPS
policies in each state.

Figure 2.95: A map displaying states with binding Renewable Portfolio Standard policies, sorted by
specific renewable targets (%) and years. (Source: EIA, 2015).

2.5.2 Carbon Pricing
Carbon pricing policies could drive future renewable integration by raising the price of
carbon-intensive generation. Except in California, with a cap and trade program for carbon
emissions, all utilities pay zero for GHG emissions and associated societal harms. Carbon
pricing policies aim to internalize pollution costs of fossil fuel use through market mechanisms.
Policies such as a per-megawatt-hour carbon tax or a cap and trade system put negative
market pressure on fossil fuel prices by raising generation costs. With carbon pricing, fossil fuel
generators bid in higher prices to the economic dispatch system and are less likely to be chosen
(NRDC, 2016). In the long run, carbon pricing discourages investment in new fossil fuel power
plants.

2.6 Summary
In the current era, there is growing public pressure on policy makers and utilities to
provide a greater share of renewable power. As the cost of renewables fall or fossil fuel prices
rise, utilities can continue to integrate more renewable power. However, large amounts of
renewable power present unique challenges to grid operators.
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3 - Integrating Large Amounts of Renewable Power: Challenges and
Market Benefits
3.1 The Challenge
This paper defines Variable Renewable Energy (VRE) as “wind and solar power
categorized by variability and intermittency depending on weather conditions,” (Hirth, 2015). In
the energy industry, VRE’s are referred to as “non-dispatchable” power or “intermittent” power.
This definition excludes reliable renewable power sources such as hydroelectricity and
geothermal. Wind and solar are plagued with both a variability and an intermittency problem
(Baker et al, 2013). VRE’s are variable in the sense that power output varies daily and
seasonally, depending on weather conditions. Variability is largely predictable but still poses
challenges to grid management. Intermittency is short-term, unpredictable fluctuations in output,
such as a cloud temporarily passing over a solar field. Intermittent power causes grid
disruptions and requires back-up planning by grid operators. Wind farms only generate
electricity when wind speeds are high enough to spin turbine blades. Solar panels only generate
electricity when the sun is shining, and have little use during an overcast day or at night. With no
long-term battery storage, supply must continually match demand on a second-by-second basis
while maintaining system frequency on transmission lines.
VRE’s are a variable and intermittent power supply that must be managed to ensure grid
reliability, however, traditional power systems were not built to incorporate a high percentage of
variable generation resources. Traditional power systems rely on generation whose output can
be manually controlled by a grid operator in response to electricity demand. A conventional
system (Figure 3) almost always operates “baseload” resources, such as coal and nuclear
power, at near 100% capacity. “Intermediate” resources are “load following,” meaning output
matches demand patterns, such as operating every day from 4pm to 8pm. Expensive “peaker”
power plants, usually combined cycle natural gas plants, can be turned on quickly to meet peak
demand periods, such as the hottest or coldest weeks of the year (EIA, 2011, June).

Figure 3: A hypothetical daily load curve for a grid operator, displaying the capacity factors (%) of each
generation resource, averaged annually (Source: EIA, 2011, June).
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However, future power systems are beginning to rely on a greater share of VRE’s,
whose output cannot be manually controlled by a grid operator. Thus, the entire management of
modern electricity grids must be redesigned to account for the challenges associated with
VRE’s. If future power systems are to be successful in renewable power integration, grid
operators must pursue new methods of planning and operating electricity systems. Some
industry experts will argue the grid cannot handle more than a small percentage of renewables
without risking grid reliability (Lazar, 2016, February). However, the Energy Imbalance Market
counters the challenges of VRE’s by tapping into the flexibility and diversity of generation
resources on a large geographical scale. Below I will outline how the EIM successfully
addresses each integration challenge facing VRE’s.

3.2 Market Solutions for Intermittency
According to the Economics of Solar Electricity by Baker et al, VRE’s require extreme
amounts of costly reserve power (Baker et al, 2013). Due to minute-to-minute variation in
output, balancing authorities must maintain reserve power on standby for when a cloud
suddenly appears and disrupts solar output. Reserve power, also known as ancillary services,
fills unexpected gaps in output to maintain power reliability. The majority of reserve generation
are natural gas plants, chosen for the ability to ramp up output within five minutes. Reserves
include spinning reserves, which are online and available within ten minutes of output
disruption, and non-spinning reserves, which are offline and available within ten minutes.
Reserve power is very expensive for a utility, requiring ownership of more generation resources
overall and direct maintenance of reserve power plants. Costs include added fuel costs to run
spinning reserves and more frequent starts and stops of electricity output. Furthermore, costs to
the environment are negative as well; the emissions associated with natural gas contribute
greenhouse gases to climate change. The Economics of Solar Electricity paper suggests
reserve integration costs add $0.005/kWh to $0.02/kWh to 10-20% solar electricity grid
penetration (Baker et al, 2013). Grid integration costs must be assessed when discussing the
economic value of renewable generation.
The Energy Imbalance Market lowers the overall cost of operating renewable power by
reducing the reserve requirement traditionally on standby for output disruptions. When there are
short-term fluctuations in renewable output, the EIM allows balancing authorities to net
differences by exchanging low-cost power across the region. In the fourth quarter of 2017, the
EIM saved an average of 35% in upward ramping reserves and an average of 42% in downward
ramping reserves (Table 3.1) (EIM, 2018, January).
Table 3.1: A table displaying average monthly ramping savings (MW) in market from fourth
quarter of 2017 (Source: EIM, 2018, January, Table 9).
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3.3 Market Solutions for Variability
The variability challenge is illustrated by “The Duck Curve,” (Figure 3.2) displaying the
“net load” gap between daily forecasted electricity load and renewable output, as well as the
severe grid transition present in a grid with high solar penetration (Lazar, 2013, February). In
other words, net load is amount of fossil fuel generation required to meet load, which severely
fluctuates throughout the day on a grid with high solar penetration. The duck’s tail represents
the first ramp of electricity demand around 4 AM when people are waking up and beginning
morning rituals (CAISO, 2016a). As the sun rises around 7 AM, the second load ramps
downward and produces a sagging duck’s belly while renewable output is high. The highest risk
for renewable overgeneration and frequency issues arises during the middle of the day (CAISO,
2016a). The third and largest ramp in the late afternoon, observed in the duck’s neck, requires
rapid ramping of fossil fuel power to transition the grid as the sun sets and solar output drops off
(CAISO, 2016a). Coinciding, the highest daily electricity demand is often during late afternoon
and early evening when people arrive home from work to cook dinner, watch television, shower,
and do laundry. The grid transition is the most severe during the third ramp and creates short,
steep ramps of fossil fuel generation (CAISO, 2016a).

Figure 3.2: The Duck Curve, displaying the three daily fossil fuel ramps (MW) in a typical electric grid with
high solar penetration, observed through the duck’s tail, back, and neck (CAISO, 2016a).

As seen in the duck curve, solar power is often produced during high demand periods in
the mid and late afternoon, having a high marginal economic benefit to utilities (Baker et al,
2013). However, when solar output drops off in late afternoon as the sun sets, there is a large
gap of power that must be filled quickly with fossil fuel generation.
Economist Jim Lazar offers ten strategies to successfully integrate renewable power and
smooth the duck curve (Lazar, 2016, February). Strategy nine recommends utilizing interregional power markets to take advantage of regional power production profiles for mutual
economic benefit (Lazar, 2016, February). The Energy Imbalance Market increases the
reliability of renewable power by coordinating output differences across the west to balance out
gaps in renewable power. Various regions in the west have differing seasonal net loads and
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differing seasonal renewable outputs (Lazar, 2016, February). California reaches peak demand
during hot summers and has excess solar power during mild winters. Conversely, the Pacific
Northwest reaches peak demand during cold winters and has extra hydropower in summer, due
to mountain snowmelt. This relationship allows the Pacific Northwest to sell excess hydropower
to California during the summer, and California to sell excess solar power to the Pacific
Northwest during the winter. Regional integration resolves an economic inefficiency and
requires each region to own less ramping generation overall.
Strategy two suggests strategic site placement of VRE’s to produce maximum output
during optimal market times (Lazar, 2016, February). To increase the amount of power available
during high demand periods, Lazar argues wind farms should be built in areas with strong late
afternoon. West-facing solar panels can utilize the afternoon sun to produce electricity two
hours later into the day, adding solar output to the grid during the third power ramp.

3.4 Market Solutions for Oversupply
VRE’s are categorized by an oversupply challenge during periods of unseasonably high
renewable output. An oversupply means a balancing authority cannot utilize the amount of
renewable power available on the grid. This can be due to low electricity demand, transmission
constraints, or system frequency issues. When there is excess renewable power on the grid,
balancing authorities may voluntarily ramp down output and the renewable energy potential is
wasted. This action, known as curtailment, is an economic inefficiency. Oversupply can produce
negative prices, where operators “give away” renewable power by paying utilities to use power.
Negative pricing situations arises when it is more economically beneficial to maintain current
output for a short period rather than pay penalties to voluntarily ramp down output (EIA, 2012).
Many wind power producers also receive the federal Production Tax Credit valued at $22/MWh
for all wind electricity sold on the grid; thus, it is economically beneficial to sell wind power up to
-$22/MWh (EIA, 2012). As the Pacific Northwest expands supply of wind power, the conditions
for negative pricing situations will arise more frequently. The InterContinental Exchange
recorded 84 negative price situations in 2011, 80 of which were in the Pacific Northwest (EIA,
2012). The intermittency issue becomes an increasing concern with large-scale renewable
integration.
The Energy Imbalance Market addresses oversupply situations by utilizing renewable
power with greater economic efficiency. Instead of curtailing renewable generation when
demand is saturated, balancing authorities trade power in the regional market so others can
utilize excess renewable power. The EIM creates new revenue streams for oversupply of
renewable power. Instead of ramping down a few wind turbines, a balancing authority can now
sell power to neighbors. Furthermore, more efficient integration drastically reduces negative
pricing situations.
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3.5 Greater Renewable Utilization
The Energy Imbalance Market increases the overall share of VRE’s on the regional grid
by connecting balancing authorities to low-cost renewable power. As mentioned previously,
market participants bid in per-MWh prices to an economic dispatch system (Figure 3.3), which
automatically selects the lowest-marginal-cost generation, then the next lowest-marginal-cost
generation, up the cost curve until current load is met (NRDC, 2016). This system strongly
benefits renewables which are essentially “free fuel.” Once VRE’s are built and online, wind and
solar have close-to-zero marginal operating costs. Unlike coal and natural gas, which require
traditional fuel inputs, solar and wind receive fuel from the Earth’s natural weather processes.
Thus, renewable generation is often the first to be dispatched by the system. Because
renewable power is categorized by zero marginal cost, wind and solar push out higher-cost
fossil fuel generation from dispatch.

Figure 3.3: A hypothetical dispatch curve for an electricity market, displaying the relative bids of
generation from least expensive (per MWh) to most expensive. Bids are met depending on system
demand (GW) (Source: EIA, 2012, August).

3.6 Summary
The Energy Imbalance market addresses integration challenges of VRE’s by increasing
the reliability of renewable power, decreasing the integration costs, and increasing the economic
efficiency of electricity markets. Overall, more renewable power can successfully be utilized in
the region, while maintaining grid reliability.
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4 – Emissions Displacement
4.1 Emissions Displacement
By changing the generation mix, the Energy Imbalance Market displaces carbon
emissions and air pollution (EIA, 2018, January). The market estimates greater renewable
utilization reduces the overall hours coal or gas power operate in the market (NRDC, 2016). A
reduction in fossil fuel generation reduces the presence of harmful air pollutants such as SO ,
NO , and PM. According to the EIM, 0.01% of generation sold in the market is from coal-fired
power, “even though many participants own large amounts of coal-fired generation,” (Trabish,
2016).
2

x

4.2 CAISO Market Benefits Report
Although there is not EIM-wide emissions data, CAISO, the original EIM participant,
found immense cost savings and carbon cuts from reduced renewable curtailment (CAISO,
2017). In Figure 4, CAISO illustrates the total amount of GHG to serve load have decreased
every year since inception of the market. This reduction is attributed to both the EIM and other
state renewable policies. CAISO’s total GHG emissions include internal generation and imports
from the EIM (CAISO, 2017).

Figure 4: A graph displaying total yearly GHS emissions (Million tons/CO2) to serve CAISO load
(Source: CAISO, 2017).
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The quarterly benefit report found 520,417 additional MWh of renewables were utilized
due to reduced renewable curtailment since 2015, saving a total of 222,657 tons/CO equivalent
since market creation (Table 4.1) (EIM, 2018, January). The report used a default average
emissions rate of 0.428 metric tons CO /MWh to estimate the impact of fossil fuel generation on
the grid. The tons of CO saved are roughly equivalent to displacing emissions from 46,813 cars
driven for one year. The report estimates avoided renewable curtailments may have created
new renewable energy credits that would otherwise have been non-existent (EIM, 2018,
January).
2

2

2

Table 4.1: A graph displaying total additional renewables utilized (MW) since 2015 due to
reduced curtailment and associated CO2 emission reductions (tons/CO2) (Source: EIM, 2018, January,
Table 7).

The report found more efficient inter- and intra- regional dispatch, with an estimated
savings of $33.46 million in Quarter four of 2017. Efficient renewable power dispatch avoids
ramping requirements associated with the Duck Curve. In Quarter four of 2017, CAISO avoided
418 MW to 432 MW of power in the upward ramping direction and 504 MW to 543 MW in the
downward ramping direction.

4.2.1 Benefit Report Methodology
The Energy Imbalance Market benefits report measures total market benefits by
comparing market cost savings to a counterfactual market setting (EIM, 2018b). The
counterfactual market environment meets the same amount of load within each balancing
authority, but without EIM transfers between balancing authorities (EIM, 2018b). Some market
benefits are attributed to cost savings via energy imports; other benefits are profit from energy
exports (EIM, 2018n). For example, a balancing authority selling excess wind power in the
market will receive a profit by exporting wind generation rather than curtailing generation. The
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EIM measures GHG savings in the same manner, by creating a counterfactual dispatch model
to calculate emissions savings from the generation mix (CAISO, 2016b). However, there is
some concern the current GHG methodology does not accurately capture GHG reductions
(CAISO, 2016c). This will be further explored in the Concerns section.

4.3 Summary
In summary, the Energy Imbalance Market displaces regional carbon emissions and air
pollution by increasing the overall share of renewable power on the grid. As renewable power is
shared over a wider geographic region, market participants benefit from reduced carbon
emissions and reduced air pollution due to less fossil fuel generation. CAISO found reduced
curtailment of renewables, reduced flexibility reserve requirements, and reduced ramping
benefits (EIM, 2018, January).
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5 – Market Concerns
5.1 Capacity Markets
Environmentalists are concerned about the potential addition of a capacity market to the
Energy Imbalance Market (Roberts, 2016). Capacity markets can be seen in two Eastern ISOs,
Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland (PJM) ISO and New England ISO (Trabish, 2016). A capacity
market facilitates long-term power contracts with baseload power generators, often coal-fired
power, even when a power plant is no longer economically competitive in a market (Trabish,
2016). Generation bids into a market and agrees to provide service in the next three to five
years. A capacity market acts as an ISO’s insurance policy, by holding a sufficient amount of
power available for peak demand periods. By paying coal generation to stay open, capacity
markets can extend the life of old and inefficient coal generation (Roberts, 2016).
However, demand response programs can also bid into a capacity market at the cost of
carrying out a demand response program (NRDC, 2016). Demand response programs aim to
reduce electricity usage during peak demand periods through market mechanisms such as
financial incentives and rate design. For example, PJM’s capacity market utilizes over 10,000
MW of demand response annually and avoids 10,000 MW of new generation (NRDC, 2016).
Thus, capacity markets can encourage energy conservation.
Despite the benefits and concerns of capacity markets, many believe a capacity market
is unnecessary in the West (NRDC, 2016). The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC)
believes the West will not need a capacity market to ensure resource adequacy, due to the
region’s surplus of natural gas generation (NRDC, 2016). The surplus can be attributed to the
recent nationwide “natural gas boom” and the increase of intermittent renewables in the West.
The NRDC found the average capacity factor of natural gas generation in the western
interconnection is around 30%, meaning power plants are only utilized for flexible balancing.
The NRDC believes there is more than enough gas capacity throughout the West to serve peak
demand periods.
Furthermore, in the West, market forces are already driving out coal plants from
operation (Roberts, 2016). The West’s largest coal plant will be shutting down in 2019 (WP
Coal). Originally scheduled to decommission in 2044, the 2250 MW Navajo Generating Station
was forced to shut down due to reduced profitability (Dennis, Mufson, 2017). State utilities have
an obligation to provide low-cost service to customers, and the price of coal power was unable
to compete with low natural gas prices (Dennis, Mufson, 2017). Across the country, 16% of the
nation’s coal generation has retired in the past five years (Storrow, 2017). The long-term shift
away from coal is expected to occur regardless of EIM policies.

5.2 Greenhouse Gas Accounting Method
There is concern the current GHG accounting methodology, used by CAISO to track
emissions, does not accurately capture GHG reductions (CAISO, 2016c). According to the
benefits report, CAISO currently estimates emissions reductions by quantifying the emissions
from a counterfactual setting without the EIM (CAISO, 2016c). The emissions are compared to
the actual emissions savings from EIM market transfers. However, CAISO does not have full
visibility over what interactions would have occurred in other utility markets. CAISO cannot
accurately estimate which generation resources and associated emissions would have been
used. The methodology uses a standardized rate of 0.48 metric tons CO /MWh to estimate an
2
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average of CO emissions, even though there are resource-specific emissions. Furthermore,
CAISO cannot accurately assess whether renewable power sold in the market would have been
dispatched without the EIM (CAISO, 2016c). This raises the question of additionality and
whether renewables’ emissions can be fairly credited to the EIM. CAISO is working on an
enhanced GHG accounting method to reflect more accurate reductions (CAISO, 2016c).
Accurate emission accounting is important to CAISO because the EIM must comply with state
carbon emission reduction regulations set by the California Air Resource Board and Renewable
Portfolio Standards.
2

5.3 Creation of a Western ISO
Some stakeholders are concerned the Energy Imbalance Market is a stepping stone to
the creation of a western ISO (Roberts, 2016). An ISO would remove the regulatory autonomy
of individual utilities and would potentially grant California a larger policy role in regional
planning (Roberts, 2016). The formation of an ISO would drastically change the West’s current
utility environment by uprooting jobs and changing generation ownership. To form an ISO, the
approval of all fifteen State Public Utility Commission offices is needed, thus, the bureaucracy
will likely slow down attempts to form an ISO (Roberts, 2016).

5.3.1 Benefits of a Western ISO
Others desire a Western ISO to expand the Energy Imbalance Market’s economic and
environmental benefits to the entire Western grid. The EIM has seen increased market benefits
from each additional participant. The market benefits represent a small fraction of what could be
achieved by connecting the entire Western grid to one system (Zichella, 2017). Due to larger
regional coordination, PJM ISO and Midcontinent ISO have lower renewable integration costs
than the EIM (Zichella, 2017). By utilizing the day-ahead market to plan renewable generation,
ISOs blend intermittency and variability more efficiently (Zichella, 2017). A regional market
ensures market commitment to renewable power by scheduling renewable power in the dayahead market and making long-term planning decisions on renewable generation investment.
Furthermore, a single regional market has the ability to blend variable renewable output over a
geographic region (Zichella, 2017). Lower renewable integration costs would yield greater
financial market benefits.
Additionally, a regional market has stronger long-term resource planning because there
is a greater ability to “see” the entire system (Trabish, 2016). There is better use and planning of
transmission lines, giving grid operators the ability to better manage transmission congestion.
Due to more efficient system planning, current generation resources are utilized more efficiently,
limiting the need to overbuild new generation (Trabish, 2016). The entire system is planned from
the top down by a single planning entity, instead of planned from the bottom up through 38
individual balancing authorities (Trabish, 2016).
The 2015 California Senate Bill 350 funded a study on ratepayer impacts of a
potential Western regional market. The study, completed by Brattle Group Inc., found California
ratepayers would save $55 million/year in 2020, which would increase to over $1 billion/year by
2030 (Brattle Group, 2018). Regional integration would reduce average California ratepayer
costs by 0.1% to 2%. According to the report, $680-$800 million of the $1 billion/year can be
attributed to reduced renewable investment savings. Regional load diversity would reduce
California’s renewable investment costs to meet the state’s RPS, which requires 50%
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renewables by. Additionally, cost savings can be attributed to revenue from renewable
oversupply and a reduction in reserve generation capacity.
Balancing authorities from eight states currently participate in the Energy Imbalance
Market; a Western ISO would connect all fifteen states on the Western grid. As more and more
Western utilities observe the EIM’s considerable benefits, the hope for a Western ISO remains a
possibility in the distant future (Zichella, 2017).

6 - Conclusion
As renewable power becomes cost competitive with fossil fuel generation in the future,
new methods of grid management are necessary for successful renewable integration. As
western states set lofty Renewable Portfolio Standard policies, the gird must adapt to a growing
share of renewables through regional market integration. Boasting $288.44 million in total
integration benefits since market inception in 2014, the Energy Imbalance Market has been an
extremely successful approach for Western utilities to integrate renewable power (Table 6)
(EIM, 2018, January). The EIM connects the diverse Western region to reduce the variability
and intermittency of renewable power.
The market increases the reliability of renewable power for grid operators, by addressing
output disruptions and providing accessible renewable power during daily peak demand
periods.The market reduces high renewable integration costs, by creating new revenue streams
for renewable power and reducing reserve requirement. Through reduced renewable
curtailment, the West benefits from cleaner air, due to reduced carbon emissions and reduced
air pollution. As more participants join the EIM, the financial and environmental benefits will
continue to accumulate. Furthermore, the possibility of a future western ISO would integrate
VRE’s with even higher efficiency. Regional grid interconnection will transition the West to a
cleaner energy future.

Table 6: Market cost savings of each market participant in the fourth quarter of 2017 (Millions
USD) (Source: EIM, 2018, January, Table 1).
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